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ModDrop: adaptive multi-modal gesture recognition

Natalia Neverova, Christian Wolf, Graham Taylor and Florian Nebout

Abstract—We present a method for gesture detection and localisation based on multi-scale and multi-modal deep learning. Each visual modality captures spatial information at a particular spatial scale (such as motion of the upper body or a hand), and the whole system operates at three temporal scales. Key to our technique is a training strategy which exploits: i) careful initialization of individual modalities; and ii) gradual fusion involving random dropping of separate channels (dubbed ModDrop) for learning cross-modality correlations while preserving uniqueness of each modality-specific representation. We present experiments on the ChaLearn 2014 Looking at People Challenge gesture recognition track, in which we placed first out of 17 teams. Fusing multiple modalities at several spatial and temporal scales leads to a significant increase in recognition rates, allowing the model to compensate for errors of the individual classifiers as well as noise in the separate channels. Furthermore, the proposed ModDrop training technique ensures robustness of the classifier to missing signals in one or several channels to produce meaningful predictions from any number of available modalities. In addition, we demonstrate the applicability of the proposed fusion scheme to modalities of arbitrary nature by experiments on the same dataset augmented with audio.

Index Terms—Gesture Recognition, Convolutional Neural Networks, Multi-modal Learning, Deep Learning

1 INTRODUCTION

GESTURE RECOGNITION is one of the central problems in the rapidly growing fields of human-computer and human-robot interaction. Effective gesture detection and classification is challenging due to several factors: cultural and individual differences in tempos and styles of articulation, variable observation conditions, the small size of fingers in images taken in typical scenarios, noise in camera channels, infinitely many kinds of out-of-vocabulary motion, and real-time performance constraints.

Recently, the field of deep learning has made a tremendous impact in computer vision, demonstrating previously unattainable performance on the tasks of object detection and localization [1], [2], recognition [3] and image segmentation [4], [5]. Convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) [6] have excelled on several scientific competitions such as ILSVRC [3], Emotion Recognition in the Wild [7], Kaggle Dogs vs. Cats [2] and Galaxy Zoo. Taigman et al. [8] recently claimed to have reached human-level performance using ConvNets for face recognition. On the other hand, extending these models to problems involving the understanding of video content is still in its infancy, this idea having been explored only in a small number of recent works [9], [10], [11], [12]. It can be partially explained by lack of sufficiently large datasets and the high cost of data labeling in many practical areas, as well as increased modeling complexity brought about by the additional temporal dimension and the interdependencies it implies.

The first gesture-oriented dataset containing a sufficient amount of training samples for deep learning methods was proposed for the ChaLearn 2013 Challenge on Multi-modal Gesture Recognition. The deep learning method described in this paper placed first in the 2014 version of this competition [13].

A core aspect of our approach is employing a multi-modal convolutional neural network for classification of so-called dynamic poses of varying duration (i.e. temporal scales). Visual data modalities integrated by our algorithm include intensity and depth video, as well as articulated pose information extracted from depth maps (see Fig. 1). We make use of different data channels to decompose each gesture at multiple scales not only temporally, but also spatially, to provide context for upper-body motion and more fine-grained hand/finger articulation.

In this work, we pay special attention to developing an effective and efficient learning algorithm since learning large-scale multi-modal networks on a limited amount of labeled data is a formidable challenge. We also introduce an advanced training strategy, ModDrop, that makes the network’s predictions robust to missing or corrupted channels.

We demonstrate that the proposed scheme can be augmented with more data channels of arbitrary nature by introducing audio into the classification framework.

The major contributions of the present work are the following: We (i) develop a deep learning-based multi-modal and multi-scale framework for gesture detection, localization and recognition, which can be augmented with channels of an arbitrary nature (demonstrated by inclusion of audio); (ii) propose ModDrop for effective fusion of multiple modality channels, which targets learning cross-modality correlations while prohibiting false co-adaptations between data representations and ensuring robustness of the...
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joints in a bottom-up fashion [20], [21], [22], [23], [24]. In parallel, tracking-based approaches are advancing quickly [25], [26]. On the other hand, in [27] the authors proposed the Latent Regression Forest for coarse-to-fine search of joint positions. Finally, graphical models, exploring spatial relationships between body and hand parts, have recently attracted close attention [28], [29].

Multi-modal aspects are of relevance in this domain. In [30], a combination of skeletal features and local occupancy patterns (LOP) were calculated from depth maps to describe hand joints. In [31], skeletal information was integrated in two ways for extracting HoG features from RGB and depth images: either from global bounding boxes containing a whole body or from regions containing an arm, a torso and a head. Similarly, [32], [33], [34] fused skeletal information with HoG features extracted from either RGB or depth, while [35] proposed a combination of a covariance descriptor representing skeletal joint data with spatio-temporal interest points extracted from RGB augmented with audio.

Representation learning

Various multi-layer architectures have been proposed in the context of motion analysis for learning (as opposed to handcrafting) representations directly from data, either in a supervised or unsupervised way. Independent subspace analysis (ISA) [36] as well as autoencoders [37], [9] are examples of efficient unsupervised methods for learning hierarchies of invariant spatio-temporal features. Space-time deep belief networks [38] produce high-level representations of video sequences using convolutional RBMs.

Vanilla supervised convolutional networks have also been explored in this context. A method proposed in [39] is based on low-level preprocessing of the video input and employs a 3D convolutional network for learning of mid-level spatio-temporal representations and classification. Recently, Karpathy et al. [10] have proposed a convolitional architecture for large-scale video classification operating at two spatial resolutions (fovea and context streams).

Multi-modal fusion

While in most practical applications, late fusion of scores output by several models offers a cheap and surprisingly effective solution [7], both late and early fusion of either final or intermediate data representations remain under active investigation.

A significant amount of work on early combining of diverse feature types has been applied to object and action recognition. Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) [40] has been actively discussed in this context. At the same time, as shown by [41], simple additive or multiplicative averaging of kernels may reach the same level of performance while being orders of magnitude faster.

Ye et al. [42] proposed a late fusion strategy compensating for errors of individual classifiers by minimising the rank of a score matrix. In follow-up work [43], they identified sample-specific optimal fusion weights by enforcing similarity in fusion scores for visually similar labeled and unlabeled samples. Xu et al. [44] introduced the Feature Weighting via Optimal Thresholding (FWOT) algorithm jointly optimising feature weights and thresholds. Natarajan et al. [45] employed multiple strategies, including MKL-based combinations of features, Bayesian model combination, and weighted average fusion of scores from multiple systems.

A number of deep architectures have recently been proposed specifically for multi-modal data. Ngiam et al. [46] employed sparse RBMs and bimodal deep autoencoders to learn cross-modality correlations in the context of audio-visual speech classification of isolated letters and digits. Srivastava et al. [47] used a multi-modal deep Boltzmann machine in a generative fashion to tackle the problem of integrating images and text annotations. Kahou et al. [7] won the 2013 Emotion Recognition in the Wild Challenge by training convolutional architectures on several modalities, such as facial expressions from video, audio, scene context and features extracted around mouth regions. Finally, in [48] the authors proposed a multi-modal convolutional network for gesture detection and classification from a combination of depth, skeletal information and audio.
3 GESTURE CLASSIFICATION

On a dataset such as ChaLearn 2014 LAP, we face several key challenges: learning representations at multiple spatial and temporal scales, integrating the various modalities, and training a complex model when the number of labeled examples is not at web-scale like static image datasets (e.g. [3]). We start by describing how the first two challenges are overcome at an architectural level. Our training strategy addressing the last issue is described in Sec. 4.

Our proposed multi-scale deep neural network consists of a combination of single-scale paths connected in parallel (see Fig. 2). Each path independently learns a representation and performs gesture classification at its own temporal scale given input from RGBD video and pose signals (an audio channel can also be added, if available). Predictions from all paths are aggregated through additive late fusion.

To differentiate among temporal scales, a notion of dynamic pose is introduced, meaning a sequence of video frames, synchronized across modalities, sampled with a given temporal stride $s$ and concatenated to form a spatio-temporal 3D volume. Varying the value of $s$ allows the model to leverage multiple temporal scales for prediction, accommodating differences in tempos and styles of articulation. Our model is therefore different from the one proposed in [4], where by “multi-scale” Farabet et al. imply a multi-resolution spatial pyramid rather than a fusion of temporal sampling strategies. Regardless of the stride $s$, we use the same number of frames (5) at each scale. Fig. 2 shows the paths used in this work. At each scale and for each dynamic pose, the classifier outputs per-class scores.

All available modalities, such as depth, gray scale video, articulated pose, and eventually audio, contribute to the network’s prediction. Global appearance of each gesture instance is captured by the skeleton descriptor, while video streams convey additional information about hand shapes and their dynamics which are crucial for discriminating between gesture classes performed in similar body poses.

Due to the high dimensionality of the data and the non-linear nature of cross-modality structure, an immediate concatenation of raw skeleton and video signals is sub-optimal. However, initial discriminative learning of individual data representations from each isolated channel followed by fusion has proven to be efficient in similar tasks [46]. Therefore, we first learn discriminative data representations within each separate channel, followed by joint fine tuning and fusion by a meta-classifier independently at each scale. More details are given in Sec. 4. A shared set of hidden layers is employed at different levels for, first, fusing of “similar by nature” gray scale and depth video streams and, second, combining the obtained joint video representation with the transformed articulated pose descriptor (and audio signal, if available).

3.1 Articulated pose

The full body skeleton provided by modern consumer depth cameras and associated middleware consists of 20 or fewer joints identified by their coordinates in a 3D coordinate system aligned with the depth sensor. For our purposes we exploit only 11 joints corresponding to the upper body.

We formulate a pose descriptor consisting of 7 logical subsets as described in [49]. Following [50], we first calculate normalized joint positions, as well as their velocities and accelerations, and then augment the descriptor with a set of characteristic angles and pairwise distances.

The skeleton is represented as a tree structure with the HipCenter joint playing the role of a root node. Its coordinates are subtracted from the rest of the vectors to eliminate the influence of position of the body in space. To compensate for differences in body sizes, proportions and shapes, we start from the top of the tree and iteratively normalize each skeleton segment to a corresponding average “bone” length estimated from all available training data. Once the normalized joint positions are obtained, we perform Gaussian smoothing along the temporal dimension ($\sigma = 1$, filter $5 \times 1$) to decrease the influence of skeleton jitter.

Joint velocities and joint accelerations are calculated as first and second derivatives of normalized joint positions.
**Inclination angles** are formed by all triples of anatomically connected joints plus two “virtual” angles [49].

**Azimuth angles** provide additional information about the pose in the coordinate space associated with the body. We apply PCA on the positions of 6 torso joints. Then for each pair of connected bones, we calculate angles between projections of the second bone and the vector on the plane perpendicular to the orientation of the first bone.

**Bending angles** are a set of angles between a basis vector, perpendicular to the torso, and joint positions.

Finally, we include **pairwise distances** between all normalized joint positions.

Combined together, this produces a 183-dimensional pose descriptor for each video frame. Finally, each feature is normalized to zero mean and unit variance.

A set of consequent 5 frame descriptors sampled with a given stride $s$ are concatenated to form a 915-dimensional dynamic pose descriptor which is further used for gesture classification. The two subsets of features involving derivatives contain dynamic information and for dense sampling may be partially redundant as several occurrences of the same frame are stacked when a dynamic pose descriptor is formulated. Although theoretically unnecessary, this is beneficial when the amount of training data is limited.

### 3.2 Depth and intensity video

Two video streams serve as a source of information about hand pose and finger articulation. Bounding boxes containing images of hands are cropped around positions of the **RightHand** and **LeftHand** joints. To eliminate the influence of the person’s position with respect to the camera and keep the hand size approximately constant, the size of each bounding box is normalized by the distance between the hand and the sensor.

Within each set of frames forming a dynamic pose, hand position is stabilized by minimizing inter-frame square-root distances calculated as a sum over all pixels, and corresponding frames are concatenated to form a single spatio-temporal volume. The color stream is converted to gray scale, and both depth and intensity frames are normalized to zero mean and unit variance. Left hand videos are flipped about the vertical axis and combined with right hand instances in a single training set.

During modality-wise pre-training, video pathways are adapted to produce predictions for each hand, rather than for the whole gesture. Therefore, we introduce an additional step to eliminate possible noise associated with switching from one active hand to another. For one-handed gesture classes, we detect the active hand and adjust the class label for the inactive one. In particular, we estimate the motion trajectory length of each hand using the respective joints provided by the skeleton stream (summing lengths of hand trajectories projected to the $x$ and $y$ axes):

$$\Delta = \sum_{t=2}^{5} (|x(t) - x(t-1)| + |y(t) - y(t-1)|),$$

where $x(t)$ is the x-coordinate of a hand joint (either left or right) and $y(t)$ is its y-coordinate. Finally, the hand with a greater value of $\Delta$ is assigned the label class, while the other hand is assigned the zero-class “no action” label.

For each channel and each hand, we perform 2-stage convolutional learning of data representations independently (first in 3D, then in 2D, see Fig. 3) and fuse the two streams with a set of fully connected hidden layers. Parameters of the convolutional and fully-connected layers at this step are shared between the right hand and left hand pathways. Our
experiments have demonstrated that relatively early fusion of depth and intensity features leads to a significant increase in performance, even though the quality of predictions obtained from each channel alone is unsatisfactory.

3.3 Audio stream

Recent advances in the field of speech processing have demonstrated that using weakly preprocessed raw audio data in combination with deep learning leads to higher performance relative to state-of-the-art systems based on hand crafted features (typically from the family of Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, or MFCC). Deng et al. [51] demonstrated the advantage of using primitive spectral features, such as 2D spectrograms, in combination with deep autoencoders. Ngiam et al. [46] applied the same strategy to the task of multi-modal speech recognition while augmenting the audio signal with visual features. Further experiments from Microsoft [51] have shown that ConvNets appear to be especially efficient in this context since they allow the capture and modeling of structure and invariances that are typical for speech.

Comparative analysis of our previous approach [48] based on phoneme recognition from sequences of MFCC features and a deep learning framework has demonstrated that the latter strategy allows us to obtain significantly better performance on the ChaLearn dataset (see Sec. 7 for more details). Therefore, in this work, the audio signal is processed in the same manner as video data, i.e. by feature learning within a convolutional architecture.

To preprocess, we perform basic noise filtering and speech detection by thresholding the raw signal along the absolute value of the amplitude ($r_1$). Short, isolated peaks of duration less than $r_2$ are also ignored during training. We apply a short-time Fourier transform on the raw audio signal to obtain a 2D local spectrogram which is further transformed to the Mel-scale to produce 40 log filter-banks on the frequency range from 133.3 to 6855.5 Hz, i.e. the zero-frequency component is eliminated. In order to synchronize the audio and visual signals, the size of the Hamming window is chosen to correspond to the duration of $L_1$ frames with half-frame overlap. A typical output is illustrated in Fig. 4. As it was experimentally demonstrated by [51], the step of the scale transform is important. Even state-of-the-art deep architectures have difficulty learning these kind of non-linear transformations.

A one-layer convolutional network in combination with two fully-connected layers form the corresponding path which we, as before, pretrain for preliminary gesture classification from short utterances. The output of the penultimate layer provides audio features for data fusion and modeling temporal dependencies (see Sec. 4).

4 TRAINING PROCEDURE

In this section we describe the most important architectural solutions that were critical for our multi-modal setting: per-modality pre-training and aspects of fusion such as the initialization of shared layers. Also, we introduce the concept of multi-modal dropout (ModDrop), which makes the network less sensitive to loss of one or more channels.

Pretraining

Depending on the source and physical nature of a signal, input representation of any modality is characterized by its dimensionality, information density, and associated correlated and uncorrelated noise. Accordingly, a monolithic network taking as an input a combined collection of features from all channels is suboptimal, since a uniform distribution of parameters over the input is likely to overfit one subset of features and underfit the others. Here, performance-based optimization of hyper-parameters may resolve in cumbersome architectures requiring sufficiently larger amounts of training data and computational resources at training and test times. Furthermore, blind fusion of fundamentally different signals at early stages has a high risk of learning false cross-modality correlations and dependencies among them (see Sec. 7). To capture complexity within each channel, separate pretraining of input layers and optimization of hyper parameters for each subtask are required.

Recall Fig. 3 illustrating a single-scale deep multi-modal convolutional network. Initially it starts with six separate pathways: depth and intensity video channels for right (V1) and left (V2) hands, a mocap stream (M) and an audio stream (A). From our observations, inter-modality fusion is effective at early stages if both channels are of the same nature and convey complementary information. On the other hand, mixing modalities which are weekly correlated, is rarely beneficial until the final stage. Accordingly, in our architecture, two video channels corresponding to each hand (layers HLV1 and HLV2) are fused immediately after feature extraction. We postpone any attempt to capture cross-modality correlations of complementary skeleton motion, hand articulation and audio until the shared layer HLS.

Initialization of the fusion process

Assuming the weights of the modality-specific paths are pre-trained, the next important issue is determining a fusion strategy. Pre-training solves some of the problems related to learning in deep networks with many parameters. However, direct fully-connected wiring of pre-trained paths to the shared layer in large-scale networks is not effective, as the high degrees of freedom afforded by the fusion process may lead to a quick degradation of pre-trained connections. We therefore proceed by initializing the shared layer such that a given hard-wired fusion strategy is performed, and then gradually relax it to more powerful fusion strategies.

A number of works have shown that among fusion strategies, the weighted arithmetic mean of per-model outputs is...
the least sensitive to errors of individual classifiers [52]. It is often used in practice, outperforming more complex fusion algorithms. Considering the weighted mean as a simple baseline, we aim to initialize the fusion process with this starting point and proceed with gradient descent optimization towards an improved solution.

Unfortunately, implementing the arithmetic mean in the case of early fusion and non-linear shared layers is not straightforward [53]. It has been shown though [54], that in dropout-like [55] systems activation units of complete models produce a weighted normalized geometric mean of per-model outputs. This kind of average approximates the arithmetic mean better than the geometric mean and the quality of this approximation depends on consistency in the neuron activation. We therefore initialize the fusion process to a normalized geometric mean of of per-model outputs.

Data fusion is implemented at two different layers: the shared hidden layer (HLS) and the output layer. The weight matrices of these two layers, denoted respectively as $W_1$ and $W_2$, are block-wise structured and initialized in a specific way, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The left figure shows the architecture in a conventional form as a diagram of connected neurons. The weights of the connections are indicated by matrices. On the right we introduce a less connected neurons. The weights of the connections are indicated by matrices. On the right we introduce a less
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**Fig. 5.** On the left: architecture of shared hidden and output layers. On the right: structure of parameters of shared hidden and output layers (corresponds to the architecture on the left).

blocks, where each block $k$ is of size $F_k \times N$. This imposes a certain meaning on the units and weights of the network. Each column in a block (and each unit in the shared layer) is therefore related to a specific gesture class. Note that this block structure (and meaning) is forced on the weight matrix during initialization and in the early phases of training. If only the diagonal blocks are non-zero, which is forced at the beginning of the training procedure, then individual modalities are trained independently, and no cross correlations between modalities are captured. During the final phases of training, no structure is imposed and the weights can evolve freely. Formally, the activation of each hidden unit $h_i^k$ in the shared layer can be expressed as:

$$h_i^k = \sigma \left[ \sum_{m=1}^{K} \sum_{l=1}^{F_m} w^{(m,k)}_{i,l} x_i^{(m)} + b_i^{(k)} \right]$$

where $h_i^k$ is unit $i$ initially related to modality $k$, and all $w$ are from weight matrix $W_1$. Notation $w^{(m,k)}_{i,l}$ stands for a weight between non-shared hidden unit $i$ from the output layer of modality channel $m$ and the given shared hidden unit $l$ related to modality $k$. Accordingly, $x_i^{(m)}$ is input number $i$ from channel $m$, $\sigma$ is an activation function. Finally, $b_i^{(k)}$ is a bias of the shared hidden unit $h_i^k$.

The first term contains the diagonal blocks and the second term contains the off-diagonal weights. Setting $\gamma=0$ freezes learning of the off-diagonal weights responsible for inter-modality correlations.

This initial meaning forced onto both weight matrices $W_1$ and $W_2$ produces a setting where the hidden layer is organized into $K$ subsets of units $h_i^k$, one for each modality $k$, and where each subset comprises $N$ units, one for each gesture class. The weight matrix $W_2$ is initialized in a way such that these units are interpreted as posterior probabilities for gesture classes, which are averaged over modalities by the output layer controlled by weight matrix $W_2$. In particular, each of the $N \times N$ blocks of the matrix $W_2$ (denoted as $\phi^{(k)}$) is initialized as an identity matrix, which results in the following expression for the output
units, which are softmax activated:

\[ o_j = \frac{e^{\sum_{k=1}^{K} W_{jk}^{(k)}}}{\sum_{c=1}^{C} e^{\sum_{k=1}^{K} W_{jc}^{(k)}}} = \frac{e^{\sum_{k=1}^{K} W_{jk}^{(k)}}}{\sum_{j=1}^{J} e^{\sum_{k=1}^{K} W_{jk}^{(k)}}} \]  

(3)

where we used that \( o_{j,c}^{(k)} = 1/K \) if \( j = c \) and 0 else.

From (3) we can see that the diagonal initialization of \( W_2 \) forces the output layer to perform modality fusion as a normalized geometric mean over modalities, as motivated in the initial part of this section. Again, this setting is forced in the early stages of training and relaxed later, freeing the output layer to more complex fusion strategies.

**ModDrop: multimodal dropout**

Inspired by the concept of dropout [55] as the normalized geometric mean of an exponential number of weakly trained models, we aim on exploiting a priori information about groupings in the feature set. We initiate a similar process but with a fixed number of models corresponding to separate modalities and pre-trained to convergence. We have two main motivations: (i) to learn a shared model while preserving uniqueness of per-channel features and avoiding false co-adaptations between modalities; (ii) to handle missing data in one or more of the channels at test time. The key idea is to train the shared model in a way that it would be capable of producing meaningful predictions from an arbitrary number of available modalities (with an expected loss in precision when some signals are missing).

Formally, let us consider a set of \( \mathcal{M}_k, k=1\ldots K \) modality-specific models. During pretraining, the joint learning objective can be generally formulated as follows:

\[ \mathcal{L}_{\text{pretraining}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathcal{L} \left[ \mathcal{M}^{(k)} \right] + \alpha \sum_{k=1}^{K} \| W_k \|^2, \]  

(4)

where each term in the first sum represents a loss of the corresponding modality-specific model (in our case, negative log likelihood, summarized over all samples \( x_d \) for the given modality \( k \) from the training set \( |D| \)):

\[ \mathcal{L} \left[ \mathcal{M}^{(k)} \right] = - \sum_{d \in D} \log o_{k,d}^{(k)} (Y = y_d | x_d^{(k)}), \]  

(5)

where \( o_{k,d}^{(k)} \) is output probability distribution over classes of the network corresponding to modality \( k \) and \( y_d \) is a ground truth label for a given sample \( d \).

The second term in Eq. 4 is \( L_2 \) regularization on all weights \( W_k \) from all hidden layers \( h=1\ldots H \) in the network (with weight \( \alpha \)). At this pretraining stage, all loss terms in the first sum are minimized independently.

Once the weight matrices \( W_1 \) and \( W_2 \) are initialized with pre-trained diagonal elements and initially zeroed out off-diagonal blocks of weights are relaxed (i.e. \( \gamma \approx 1 \) in Eq. 2), fusion is learned from the training data. The desired training objective during the fusion process can be formulated as a combination of losses of all possible combinations of modality-specific models:

\[ \mathcal{L}_{\text{fusion}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathcal{L} \left[ \mathcal{M}^{(k)} \right] + \sum_{k,m} \mathcal{L} \left[ \mathcal{M}^{(k,m)} \right] + \sum_{k,m,n} \mathcal{L} \left[ \mathcal{M}^{(k,m,n)} \right] + \ldots + \alpha \sum_{h=1}^{H} \| W_h \|^2, \]  

(6)

**Regularization properties**

In the following we will study the regularization properties of modality-wise dropout on inputs (ModDrop) on a simpler network architecture, namely a one-layer shared network with \( K \) modality-specific paths and sigmoid activation units. Input \( i \) for modality \( k \) is denoted as \( x_{i,k}^{(k)} \) and we assume that there are \( F_k \) inputs coming from each modality \( k \) (see Fig. 6). Output unit \( i \) related to modality \( n \) is denoted as \( o_{i}^{(n)} \). Finally, a weight coefficient connecting input unit \( x_{i,k}^{(k)} \) with output unit \( o_{i}^{(n)} \) is denoted as \( w_{i,k,n}^{(k,n)} \).

In our example, output units are sigmoidal, i.e. for each output unit \( o_i \) related to modality \( n \), \( o_{i}^{(n)} = \sigma (s_{i}^{(n)}) = 1/(1 + e^{-\lambda s_{i}^{(n)}}) \), where \( s_{i}^{(n)} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} F_k \sum_{l=1}^{H} w_{i,k,n}^{(k,l)} x_{l,k} \) is the input to the activation function coming to the given output unit from the previous layer, and \( \lambda \) is a coefficient.

We minimize cross-entropy error calculated from the targets \( y \) (indices are dropped for simplicity)

\[ E = -(y \log o + (1 - y) \log (1 - o)), \]  

(7)
whose partial derivatives can be given as follows:
\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial w} = \frac{\partial E}{\partial o} \frac{\partial o}{\partial s} \frac{\partial s}{\partial w}, \quad \frac{\partial E}{\partial o} = -y \frac{1}{o} + (1 - o) \frac{1}{1 - o}, \\
\frac{\partial o}{\partial s} = \lambda (1 - o), \quad \frac{\partial E}{\partial w} = -\lambda (y - o) \frac{\partial s}{\partial w}.
\] (8)

Along the lines of [54], we consider two situations corresponding to two different loss functions: \(E_\Sigma\), corresponding to the “complete network” where all modalities are present, and \(\hat{E}\) where ModDrop is performed. In our case, we assume that whole modalities (sets of units corresponding to a given modality \(k\)) are either dropped or preserved.

In a ModDrop network, this can be formulated such that the input to the activation function of a given output unit \(l\) related to modality \(n\) (denoted as \(s_{(nl)}\)) involves a Bernoulli selector variable \(\tilde{s}(k)\) for each modality \(k\) which can take on values in \{0, 1\} and is activated with probability \(p(k)\):
\[
\tilde{s}_{(n)} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \delta(k) \sum_{i=1}^{F_k} w_{i(k,n)} x_{i(k)}
\] (9)

As a reminder, in the case of the complete network (all channels are present) the output activation it the following:
\[
s_{(n)} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{i=1}^{F_k} w_{i(k,n)} x_{i(k)}
\] (10)

As the following reasoning always concerns a single output unit \(l\) related to modality \(n\), from now on these indices will be dropped for simplicity of notation. Therefore, we denote \(s = s_{(n)}\), \(\tilde{s} = \tilde{s}_{(n)}\) and \(w_{i(k,n)} = w_{i(k,n)}\).

Gradients of corresponding complete and ModDrop sums with respect to weights can be expressed as follows:
\[
\frac{\partial \tilde{s}}{\partial w_{i(k)}} = \delta(k) x_{i(k)}, \quad \frac{\partial \tilde{s}}{\partial w_{i(k)}} = x_{i(k)}
\] (11)

Using the gradient of the error \(E\)
\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial w_{i(k)}} = -\lambda [y - \sigma(s)] \frac{\partial s}{\partial w_{i(k)}},
\] (12)

the gradient of the error for the complete network is:
\[
\frac{\partial E_\Sigma}{\partial w_{i(k)}} = -\lambda x_{i(k)} [y - \sigma (\sum_{m=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{F_m} w_{j(m)} x_{j(m)})]
\] (13)

In the case of ModDrop, for one realization of the network where a modality is dropped with corresponding probability \(q^{(k)} = 1 - p^{(k)}\), indicated by the means of Bernoulli selectors \(\delta^{(k)}\), i.e. \(P(\delta^{(k)} = 1) = p^{(k)}\), we get:
\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial w_{i(k)}} = -\lambda \delta^{(k)} x_{i(k)} [y - \sigma (\sum_{m=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{F_m} w_{j(m)} x_{j(m)})]
\] (14)

Taking the expectation of this expression requires an expression introduced in [54], which approximates \(E[\sigma(x)]\) by \(\sigma(E[x])\). We take the expectation over the \(\delta^{(m)}\) with the exception of \(\delta^{(k)} = 1\), which is the Bernoulli selector of the modality \(k\) for which the derivative is calculated:
\[
E \left[ \frac{\partial \hat{E}}{\partial w_{i(k)}} \right] \approx -\lambda p^{(k)} x_{i(k)} \left[ y - \sigma (\sum_{m=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{F_m} w_{j(m)} x_{j(m)}) \right] + \sum_{j=1}^{F_k} w_{j(k)} x_{j(k)}
\]
\[
+ \sum_{m=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{F_m} w_{j(m)} x_{j(m)}
\]
\[
- \lambda \sum_{m=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{F_m} w_{j(m)} x_{j(m)}
\]
\[
\sum_{m=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{F_m} w_{j(m)} x_{j(m)}
\]

Taking the first-order Taylor expansion of the activation function \(\sigma\) around \(s = \sum_{n} \sum_{j} w_{j(m)} x_{j(m)}\) gives
\[
E \left[ \frac{\partial \hat{E}}{\partial w_{i(k)}} \right] \approx -\lambda p^{(k)} x_{i(k)} \left[ y - \sigma + \sigma' \sum_{m=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{F_m} w_{j(m)} x_{j(m)} \right]
\]

where \(\sigma' = \sigma'(s) = \sigma(s)(1 - \sigma(s))\). Plugging in equation (13),
\[
E \left[ \frac{\partial E_\Sigma}{\partial w_{i(k)}} \right] \approx p^{(k)} \frac{\partial E_\Sigma}{\partial w_{i(k)}} - \lambda \sigma x_{i(k)} \left[ \sum_{m=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{F_m} w_{j(m)} x_{j(m)} \right]
\]

If \(p^{(k)} = p^{(m)} = p\) then \(p(1-p) = \text{Var}(\delta)\). From the gradient, we can calculate the error \(\hat{E}\) integrating out the partial derivatives and summing over the weights \(i\):
\[
\hat{E} \approx p E_\Sigma - \lambda \sigma x_{i(k)} \text{Var}(\delta) \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{m=1}^{K} \sum_{k=1}^{F_m} w_{j(m)} x_{j(m)}
\] (15)

As it can be seen, the error of the network with ModDrop is approximately equal to the error of the complete model (up to a coefficient) minus an additional term including a sum of products of inputs and weights corresponding to different modalities in all possible combinations. We need to stress here that this second term reflects exclusively cross-modality correlations and does not involve multiplications of inputs from the same channel. To understand what influence the cross-product term has on the training process, we analyse two extreme cases depending on whether or not signals in different channels are correlated.

Let us consider two input units \(x_{i(k)}\) and \(x_{j(m)}\) coming from different modalities and first assume that they are independent and therefore uncorrelated. Since each network input is normalized to zero mean, the expectation is also equal to zero:
\[
E[x_{i(k)} x_{j(m)}] = E[x_{i(k)}] E[x_{j(m)}] = 0.
\] (16)

Weights in a single layer of a neural network typically obey a unimodal distribution with zero expectation [56]. It can be shown [57] that under these assumptions, Lyapunov’s condition is satisfied and that Lyapunov’s central mean theorem holds; in this case the sum of products of inputs and weights will tend to a normal distribution given that the number of training samples is sufficiently large. As both the input and weight distributions have zero mean, the resulting law is also centralized and its variance is defined by the magnitudes of the weights (assuming inputs are fixed).
We conclude that, assuming independence of inputs in different channels, the second term in equation (15) tends to vanish if the number of training samples in a batch is sufficiently large. In practice, additional regularization on weights is required to prevent weights from exploding.

Now let us consider a more interesting scenario when two inputs \( x_i^{(k)} \) and \( x_j^{(m)} \) belonging to different modalities are positively correlated. In this case, given zero mean distributions on each input, their product is expected to be positive:

\[
E[x_i^{(k)}x_j^{(m)}] = E[x_i^{(k)}]E[x_j^{(m)}] + Cov[x_i^{(k)}x_j^{(m)}].
\]

Therefore, on each step of gradient descent this term enforces the product \( w_i^{(k)}w_j^{(m)} \) to be positive and therefore introduces correlations between these weights (given, again, the additional regularization term preventing one of the multipliers from growing significantly faster than the other). The same logic applies if inputs are negatively correlated, which would enforce negative correlations on corresponding weights. Accordingly, for correlated modalities this additional term in the error function introduced by ModDrop acts as a cross-modality regularizer forcing the network to generalize by discovering similarities between different signals and “aligning” them with each other by introducing soft ties on the corresponding weights.

Finally, as has been shown by [54] for dropout, the multiplier proportional to the derivative of the sigmoid activation makes the regularization effect adaptive to the magnitude of the weights. As a result, it is strong in the mid-range of weights, plays a less significant role when weights are small and gradually weakens with saturation.

Our experiments have shown that ModDrop achieves the best results if combined with dropout, which introduces an adaptive L2 regularization term \( \hat{E} \) in the error function [54]:

\[
\hat{E} \approx \lambda \sigma_k^2 \text{Var}(\hat{E}) \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{i=1}^{F_k} \left[w_i^{(k)}x_i^{(k)}\right]^2,
\]

where \( \hat{E} \) is a Bernoulli selector variable, \( P(\hat{E} = 1) = \hat{P} \) and \( \hat{P} \) is the probability that a given input unit is present.

5 Inter-scale Fusion During Test Time

Once individual single-scale predictions are obtained, we employ a simple voting strategy for fusion with a single weight per model. We note here that introducing additional per-class per-model weights and training meta-classifiers (such as an MLP) on this step quickly leads to overfitting.

At each given frame \( t \), per-class network outputs \( o_k \) are obtained via per-frame aggregation and temporal filtering of predictions at each scale with corresponding weights \( \mu_s \) defined empirically:

\[
o_k(t) = \sum_{s=2}^{4} \mu_s \sum_{j=-4s}^{0} o_s,k(t+j),
\]

where \( o_s,k(t+j) \) is the score of class \( k \) obtained for a spatio-temporal block sampled starting from the frame \( t+j \) at step \( s \). Finally, the frame is assigned the class label \( l(t) \) having the maximum score: \( l(t) = \text{argmax}_k o_k(t) \).

6 Gesture Localization

With increasing duration of a dynamic pose, recognition rates of the classifier increase at a cost of loss in precision in gesture localization. Using wider sliding windows leads to noisy predictions at pre-stroke and post-stroke phases due to the overlap of several gesture instances at once. On the other hand, too short dynamic poses are not discriminative either, as most gesture classes at their initial and final stages have a similar appearance (e.g. raising or lowering hands).

To address this issue, we introduce an additional binary classifier to distinguish resting moments from periods of activity. Trained on dynamic poses at the finest temporal resolution \( s = 1 \), this classifier is able to precisely localize starting and ending points of each gesture.

The module is a two-layer fully connected network taking as an input the articulated pose descriptor. All training frames having a gesture label are used as positive examples, while a set of frames right before and after such gesture are considered as negatives. Each frame is thus assigned with a label “motion” or “no motion” with accuracy of 98%.

To combine the classification and localization modules, frame-wise gesture class predictions are first obtained as described in Section 5. Output predictions at the beginning and at the end of each gesture are typically noisy. Therefore, for each spotted gesture, its boundaries are extended or shrunk towards the closest switching point produced by the binary classifier.

7 Experiments

The ChaLearn 2014 Looking at People Challenge (track 3) dataset [13] consists of 13,858 instances of Italian conversational gestures performed by different people and recorded with a consumer RGB-D sensor. It includes color, depth video and mocap streams. The gestures are drawn from a large vocabulary, from which 20 categories are identified to detect and recognize and the rest are considered as arbitrary movements. Each gesture in the training set is accompanied by a ground truth label as well as information about its start- and end-points. For the challenge, the corpus was split into development, validation and test sets. The test data was released to participants after submitting their source code.

To further explore the dynamics of learning in multi-modal systems, we augmented the data with audio recordings extracted from a dataset released under the framework of the ChaLearn 2013 Multi-modal Challenge on Gesture Recognition. Differences between the 2014 and 2013 versions are mainly permutations in sequence ordering, improved quality of gesture annotations, and a different metric used for evaluation: the Jaccard index in 2014 instead of the Levenhstein distance in 2013. As a result, each gesture in a video sequence is accompanied by a corresponding vocal phrase bearing the same meaning. Due to dialectical and personal differences in pronunciation and vocabulary, gesture recognition from the audio channel alone was surprisingly challenging.

To summarize, we report results for two settings: i) the original dataset used for the ChaLearn 2014 Looking at
7.1 Experimental setup

Hyper-parameters of the multi-modal neural network for classification are provided in Table 1. The architecture is identical for each temporal scale. Gesture localization is performed with another MLP with 300 hidden units (see Section 6). All hidden units in the classification and localization modules have hyperbolic tangent activations. Hyper-parameters were optimized on the validation data with early stopping to prevent the models from overfitting and without additional regularization. For simplicity, fusion weights for the different temporal scales are set to $\mu_s=1$, as well as the weight of the baseline model (see Section 5). The deep learning architecture is implemented with the Theano library. A single-scale predictor operates at frame rates close to real time (24 fps on GPU).

We followed the evaluation procedure proposed by the challenge organizers and adopted the Jaccard Index to quantify model performance:

$$J_{s,n} = \frac{A_{s,n} \cap B_{s,n}}{A_{s,n} \cup B_{s,n}},$$

where $A_{s,n}$ is the ground truth label of gesture $n$ in sequence $s$, and $B_{s,n}$ is the obtained prediction for the given gesture class in the same sequence. Here $A_{s,n}$ and $B_{s,n}$ are binary vectors where the frames in which the given gesture is being performed are marked with 1 and the rest with 0. Overall performance was calculated as the mean Jaccard index among all gesture categories and all sequences, with equal weight for all gesture classes.

7.2 Baseline models

In addition to the main pipeline, we have implemented a baseline model based on an ensemble classifier trained in a similar iterative fashion but on purely handcrafted descriptors. The purpose of this comparison was to explore relative advantages and disadvantages of using learned representations as well as the nuances of fusion. We also found it beneficial to combine the proposed deep network with the baseline method in a hybrid model (see Table 5).

The baseline used for visual models is described in detail in [49]. We use depth and intensity hand images and extract three sets of features. HoG features describe the hand pose along the third spatial dimension. The third set of features is comprised of derivatives of HoGs and depth histograms, which reflect temporal dynamics of hand shape.

Extremely randomized trees (ERT) [58] are adopted for data fusion and gesture classification. During training, we followed the same iterative strategy as in the case of the neural architecture (see [49] for more details).

A baseline has also been created for the audio channel, where we compare the proposed deep learning approach to a traditional phoneme recognition framework, as described in [48], and implemented with the Julius engine [59]. In this approach, each gesture is associated with a pre-defined vocabulary of possible ordered sequences of phonemes that can correspond to a single word or a phrase. After spotting and segmenting periods of voice activity, each utterance is assigned a n-best list of gesture classes with corresponding scores. Finally, frequencies of appearances of each gesture class in the list are treated as output class probabilities.

7.3 Results on the ChaLearn 2014 LAP dataset

The top 10 scores of the ChaLearn 2014 LAP Challenge (track 3) are reported in Table 2. Our winning entry [49] corresponding to a hybrid model (i.e. a combination of the proposed deep neural architecture and the ERT baseline model) surpasses the second best score by a margin of 1.61 percentage points. We also note that the multi-scale neural architecture still achieves the best performance, as well as the top one-scale neural model alone (see Tables 3 and 5).

In post-challenge work we were able to further improve the score by 2.0 percentage points to 0.870 by introducing additional capacity into the model, optimizing the architectures of the video and skeleton paths and employing a more
The experiments demonstrate that the localization module (localization) and coupled with the binary motion detector. a classification module alone (without additional gesture still slightly beneficial, mostly due to differences in feature information can be extracted at any scale given sufficient model capacity (which is typically higher for small temporal steps). Trained independently, articulated pose models corresponding to different temporal scales demonstrate similar performance if predictions are refined by the gesture localization module. Video streams, containing information about hand shape and articulation, are also insensitive to the sampling step and demonstrate good performance even for short spatio-temporal blocks.

The overall highest score is nevertheless obtained in the case of a dynamic pose with duration roughly corresponding to the length of an average gesture (s=4, i.e. 17 frames).

Table 4 illustrates performance of the proposed modality-specific architectures compared to results reported by other participants of the challenge. For both visual channels: articulated pose and video, our method significantly outperforms the proposed alternatives.

Table 5 compares the performance of the baseline hybrid models for visual modalities as reported in Table 5. In spite of the low scores of the isolated ERT baseline model, fusing its outputs with those provided by the neural architecture is still slightly beneficial, mostly due to differences in feature formulation in the video channel (adding ERT to mocap alone did not result in a significant gain).

For each combination, we provide results obtained with a classification module alone (without additional gesture localization) and coupled with the binary motion detector. The experiments demonstrate that the localization module contributes significantly to overall performance.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Pose (mocap)</th>
<th>Video</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evangelidis et al. [61], submitted entry</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camgoz et al. [60]</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evangelidis et al. [61], after competition</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu and Shao [65]</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounier et al. [33] (validation set)</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang [34]</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigou et al. [64]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peng et al. [62]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours, submitted entry [49]</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours, after competition</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Without localization</th>
<th>With localization</th>
<th>(Virtual) rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERT (baseline)</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours [49]</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours [49] + ERT</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (improved)</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (improved) + ERT</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

Official ChaLearn 2014 LAP Challenge results on mocap and video data (Jaccard index).

### Table 5

Performance on visual modalities (Jaccard Index).

To demonstrate how the proposed model can be further extended with arbitrary data modalities, we introduce speech to the existing setup. In this setting, each gesture in the dataset is accompanied by a word or a short phrase expressing the same meaning and pronounced by each actor while performing the gesture. As expected, introducing a new data channel resulted in significant gain in classification performance (1.3 points on the Jaccard index, see Table 3).

As with the other modalities, an audio-specific neural network was first pretrained discriminatively on the audio data alone. Next, the same fusion procedure was employed without any change. In this case, the quality of predictions produced by the audio path depends on the temporal sampling frequency: the best performance was achieved for dynamic poses of duration ∼0.5 s (see Table 3).

Although the overall score after adding the speech channel is improved significantly, the audio modality alone does not perform so well. This can be partly explained by natural gesture-speech desynchronisation resulting in poor audio-based gesture localization. In this dataset, gestures are annotated based on video recordings, while pronounced words and phrases are typically shorter in time than movements. Moreover, depending on the style of each actor, vocalisation can be either slightly delayed to coincide with gesture culmination, or can be slightly ahead of time announcing the gesture. Therefore, the audio signal alone does not allow the model to robustly predict the start- and end-points of a gesture, which results in poor Jaccard scores.

Table 6 compares the performance of the proposed solution based on learning representations from mel-frequency spectrograms with the baseline model involving traditional phoneme recognition [48]. Here, we report the values of Jaccard indices for the reference, but, as it was mentioned above, accurate gesture localization based exclusively on the audio channel is not possible for reasons outside of the model’s control. To make a more meaningful comparison of the classification performance, we report recall, precision and F-measure for each model. In this case we assume that the gesture was correctly detected and recognised if temporal overlap between predicted and ground truth gestures is at least 20%.

Our results show that, in the given context, employing the deep learning approach drastically improves performance in comparison with the traditional framework based on phoneme recognition.
Fig. 7. “Multi-modal” setting for the MNIST dataset.

7.5 Impact of the different fusion strategies

We explore the relative advantages of different training strategies, starting with preliminary experiments on the MNIST dataset [66] and then a more extensive analysis on the ChaLearn 2014 LAP dataset augmented with audio.

7.5.1 Preliminary experiments on MNIST dataset

As a sanity check of ModDrop fusion, we transform the MNIST dataset [66] to imitate multi-modal data. A classic deep learning benchmark, MNIST consists of $28 \times 28$ grayscale images of handwritten digits, where 60k examples are used for training and 10k images are used for testing. We use the original version with no data augmentation. We also avoid any data preprocessing and apply a simple architecture: a multi-layer perceptron with two hidden layers (i.e. no convolutional layers).

We cut each digit image into 4 quarters and assume that each quarter corresponds to one modality (see Fig. 7). In spite of the apparent simplicity of this formulation, we show that the obtained results accurately reflect the dynamics of a real multi-modal setup.

The multi-signal training objective is two-fold: first, we optimize the architecture and the training procedure to obtain the best overall performance on the full set of modalities. The second goal is to make the model robust to missing signals or a high level of noise in the separate channels. To explore the latter aspect, during test time we occlude one or more image quarters or add pepper noise to one or more image parts.

Currently, the state-of-the-art for a fully-connected 782-1200-1200-10 network with dropout regularization (50% for hidden units and 20% for the input) and tanh activations [55] is 110 errors on the MNIST test set (see Table 7). In this case, the number of units in the hidden layer is unnecessarily large, which is exploited by dropout-like strategies. When real-time performance is a constraint, this redundancy in the number of operations becomes a serious limitation. Instead, switching to our tree-structured network (i.e. a network with separated modality-specific input layers connected to a set of shared layers) is helpful for independent modality-wise tuning of model capacity, which in this case does not have to be uniformly distributed over the input units. For this multi-modal setting we optimized the number of units (125) for each channel and do not apply dropout to the hidden units (which in this case turns out to be harmful due to the compactness of the model), limiting ourselves to dropping out the inputs at a rate of 20%. In addition, we apply ModDrop on the input, where the probability of each segment to be dropped is 10%.

The results in Table 7 show that separate pretraining of modality-specific paths generally yields better performance and leads to a significant decrease in the number of parameters due to the capacity restriction placed on each channel. This is apparent in the 4th row of Table 7b: with pretraining, better performance (102 errors) is obtained with 20 times less parameters.

MNIST results under occlusion and noise are presented in Table 8. We see that ModDrop, while not affecting the overall performance on MNIST, makes the model significantly less sensitive to occlusion and noise.

7.5.2 Experiments on ChaLearn 2014 LAP with audio

In a real multi-modal setting, optimizing and balancing a tree-structured architecture is an extremely difficult task as its separated parallel paths vary in complexity and operate on different feature spaces. The problem becomes even harder under the constraint of real-time performance and, consequently, the limited capacity of the network.
Our experiments have shown that insufficient modelling capacity of one of the modality-specific subnetworks leads to a drastic degradation in performance of the whole system due to the multiplicative nature of the fusion process. Those bottlenecks are typically difficult to find without thorough per-channel testing.

We propose to start by optimizing the architecture and hyper-parameters for each modality separately through discriminative pretraining. During fusion, input paths are initialized with pretrained values and fine tuned while training the output shared layers.

Furthermore, the shared layers can also be initialized with pretrained diagonal blocks as described in Section 4, which results in a significant speed up in the training process. We have observed that in this case, setting the biases of the shared hidden layer is critical in converging to a better solution.

As in the case of the MNIST experiments, we apply 20% dropout on the input signal and ModDrop with probability of 10% (optimized on the validation set). As before, dropping hidden units during training led to degradation in performance of our architecture due to its compactness.

A comparative analysis of the efficiency of various training strategies is reported in Table 9. Here, we provide validation error of per dynamic pose classification as a direct indicator of convergence of training. The “Pretraining” column corresponds to modality-specific paths while “Initial.” indicates whether or not the shared layers have also been pre-initialized with pretrained diagonal blocks. In all cases, dropout (20%) and ModDrop (10%) are applied to the input signal. Accuracy corresponds to per-block classification on the validation set.

Differences in effectiveness of different strategies agree well with what we have observed previously on MNIST. Modality-wise pretraining and regularisation of the input have a strong positive effect on performance. Interestingly, in this case ModDrop resulted in further improvement in scores even for the complete set of modalities (while increasing the dropout rate did not have the same effect).

Analysis of the network behaviour in conditions of noisy or missing signals in one or several channels is provided in Table 10. Once again, ModDrop regularization resulted in much better network stability with respect to signal corruption and loss.

### 8 Conclusion

We have described a generalized method for gesture and near-range action recognition from a combination of range video data and articulated pose. Each of the visual modalities captures spatial information at a particular spatial scale (such as motion of the upper body or a hand), and the whole system operates at two temporal scales.

The model can be further extended and augmented with arbitrary channels (depending on available sensors) by introducing additional parallel pathways without significant changes in the general structure. We illustrate this concept by augmenting video with speech. Multiple spatial and temporal scales per channel can easily be integrated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Dropout</th>
<th>Dropout + ModDrop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Jaccard index</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All present</td>
<td>96.77</td>
<td>0.876</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 10

Effect of ModDrop on ChaLearn 2014+audio.

Finally, we have explored various aspects of multi-modal fusion in terms of joint performance on a complete set of modalities as well as robustness of the classifier with respect to noise and dropping of one or several data channels. As a result, we have proposed a modality-wise regularisation strategy (ModDrop) allowing our model to obtain stable predictions even when inputs are corrupted.
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